A Taste at the Table
CELEBRATING THE RICHNESS OF LOCAL TRADITION

Apples crunching with sweetness….carrots bursting with flavor…butter melting into
just-baked bread. The most satisfying and healthful dishes begin with the freshest ingredients.
That’s why the culinary team at Maplewood takes a “local first” approach to the foods we prepare.
Just as importantly, as people age, their sense of taste often decreases – which makes eating fresh, flavorful
foods even more important. In addition to freshness, we offer variety by providing new and seasonally inspired
choices every day. We always welcome suggestions from our residents. Our goal is to offer seniors foods that
remind them of the delicious meals they enjoyed growing up and loved serving to their own families.
A Taste At The Table culinary highlights:

Inspired Dining highlights:

For those living with memory impairment

n

A celebration of farming, cooking and eating.

n

A richness of local tradition and the often forgotten
value of eating fresh, vibrant food that was harvested
by a dedicated farmer you know and trust.

n

The use of contrasting plating and food for ease and depth
perception, as recommended by The Alzheimer’s Association
and The Mayo Clinic.

n

Strengthening our community by helping the local farmer,
as well as the local community.

n

Maplewood utilizes only bright, white tableware with
contrasting table linens.

n

Celebrating and promoting locally grown products.

n

n

Beautifully plated dining experience.

Inspired Dining uses an overall sensory philosophy, also
including the use of purposeful and custom made scent
focusing on enhancing mood and appetite.

n

Inspired dining experience including tableware
with fine linens, fresh flowers, easier to handle flatware,
and European porcelain china.

n

Chef inspired, seasonal menus instill creativity
and individuality.

n

Emotion based philosophy incorporating HEART.

n

Anytime dining – fresh, healthy all times of day and night.

For more information or questions, please contact
Maplewood Senior Living at 203-557-4777.
Partnering with

Come join us at A Taste at the Table!
203-557-4777 | www.MaplewoodSeniorLiving.com
Connecticut: Bethel, Danbury, Darien,
East Norwalk, Newtown, Orange
Massachusetts: Brewster, Weston , West Yarmouth
Ohio: Chardon, Cuyahoga Falls, Twinsburg

